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LEGO builders, rejoice! The celebrated author of Brick City, Brick Wonders, Brick Flicks and Brick

Vehicles is back with this new title that offers 40 original, ingenious, and unique buildable projects to

make from LEGO pieces. In Brick Cars and Trucks, anyone with a drawer full of LEGO bricks will be

able to build and customize amazing vehicles, including a Ford Model T, SUVs, monster trucks, fire

engines, and more. Based on the brick selection found in some of LEGOâ€™s Classic series, each

project is a great way to test out unusual building techniques or to mix up pieces from existing kits

that have already been broken up. Free your inner architect with these fun projects that really get

your creative juices flowing. You can follow the instructions to the letter or go off in your own

directionâ€•itâ€™s your choice! Many of the designs in these books use fewer than 100 bricks, so

you donâ€™t need a lot of bricks to get started. Discover loads of fun projects showcasing advanced

techniques that are perfect for every LEGO enthusiast. showcasing advanced techniques for every

LEGO enthusiast.
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I have to admit this is the first kid's book I've ever reviewed, and I've ordered many. Like many

people, my son loves buying new Lego sets. However, he can usually assemble the original design

(even the thousand+ models) in a day or two if he has all day or a weekend. But, after a day or two

of playing with the model he gets bored, and either takes it apart himself wth the intention of "putting

it together again", or it falls apart and the pieces go into the dreaded "LEGO BIN". Which,

coincidentally, gets larger and larger. I've been searching for a long time to find a Lego book that will



give simple Lego style directions, but utilize the thousands of pieces we already have. We don't

need more Legos, we need more designs! I've sent a few back. So far, this seems to be exactly

what I've been searching for. Simple, easy creations in an easy to follow manner that appears

similar to the original Lego manuals. I will attempt to post an update after Christmas when my 6 year

old son actually gets the book. Wish us luck!

Great book,. My grandson's love the pics and easy instructions.

Bought this book for my 11 year old son because he is crazy about lego and cars. He has tonnes of

lego, but after he has built it he dismantles and fiddles to build other things (mostly cars and trucks).

It contains actual instructions, with pictures

There are still "custom parts" needed to build these. So I am not as satisfied as I hoped to be. But

still thankful for the ideas.

Our grandson loves Lego and needed some new ideas and he loved this book!

great book to use all those legos and build something new

6yo likes it

Great book for kids with lots of ideas for Lego projects. The kids were pleased, and so was I.
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